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Single-Sex 
Classrooms 
Are Succeeding

Educators at single-sex schools already get it: equality is the goal, and 
there may be more than one path to the destination.

—Karen Stabiner, journalist and author

If you are reading this book, you probably fall into one of several 

categories. You may be a teacher or school administrator who is 

considering the possibility of implementing single-sex classes in 

your school; you may already work in a school that has incorporated 

single-sex instruction, and you are seeking more knowledge and 

information to make your program successful; or you may be a 

teacher, parent, or policy maker wondering just how successful 

single-sex classroom instruction is proving to be, and why.
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Successful Single-Sex Classrooms4

Over the last decade, the Gurian Institute has trained over forty thousand 

teachers in more than two thousand schools and districts, both coed and 

single-sex. Our trainers have worked with public and private schools, Montessori 

schools, and a variety of charter and independent schools in fi fteen countries; 

we have therefore been able to see what is working and not working around the 

globe. In this chapter, we will feature some of the schools and communities that 

have utilized our resources to help set up and maintain their successful single-sex 

programs.

The resurgence of single-sex instruction is one of the most powerful educa-

tional innovations of the last decade (also one with a long history across the globe). 

People who advocate for single-sex instruction do not generally claim it to be the 

only successful way to teach boys and girls, and they are very clear on its mission: 

gender equality. As they employ this innovation, they often fi nd that it can be an 

effective way to teach many boys and girls in certain subjects, in certain communi-

ties, and that it is especially effective as a response to the ongoing cultural need to 

discover measurable and substantial achievement gains for both genders.

“I teach both coed and single-sex classes. I like them 
both in their own ways. They are each unique. They 
each bring different things out of the students and 
out of me. I’m glad my school gives the option of 

single-sex classes. Some kids are fl ourishing in those 
classes who were losing their way when they got 

preoccupied with the other gender.”

—Layne, middle school teacher, New Jersey

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE “NEW” SINGLE-SEX OPTION
Broad-based single-sex programs have been available in independent schools, 

unrestricted by federal regulation, for centuries. From those schools, many with 

long-established programs, a number of single-sex instructional models have 
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been maintained, many using the same instruc-

tional strategies for years. Day schools have offered 

single-sex classes schoolwide, or in particular di-

visions (usually lower or middle school), or only 

in specific grades. Some boarding 

schools serve only boys or girls; others 

may serve both boys and girls, but in 

separate facilities.

Prior to 2006, single-sex classes in 

public schools were generally limited to physical education and sex education 

classes, but a growing gender gap in performance and achievement has led public 

schools to reexamine single-sex possibilities. As public schools looked at piloting 

single-sex classes, legal challenges arose. Schools and districts, such as Southside 

Junior High School in Denham Springs, Louisiana, were taken to court. With the 

support of the ACLU, a parent legally challenged Southside’s plan to implement 

single-sex classes in the fall of 2006, delaying the program a year.

In October 2006, the U.S. Department of Education announced changes in 

Title IX regulations, expanding opportunities for public schools to legally offer 

the option of single-sex instruction. Within certain parameters set out in the fi nal 

Title IX single-sex amended regulations, public schools are now allowed to in-

clude single-sex classes as a part of their educational program, if they believe those 

classes will improve student learning and achievement. (Document 34 CFR Part 

106, the complete Title IX regulations, is available and may be downloaded di-

rectly from the Department of Education Web site: www.ed.gov/index.jhtml.)

Today, in increasing numbers, public and independent schools are investigat-

ing the option of single-sex instruction as a means of further supporting and im-

proving the educational growth of boys and girls. This option is proving to be an 

exciting alternative for improving academic performance and for creating class-

rooms that are more boy- and girl-friendly.

Helping Boys and Girls Succeed—The Logic
of Single-Sex Instruction
At the classroom level, single-sex instruction offers specific gender-friendly 

 opportunities for enhancing learning by directly addressing many of the chal-

lenges and stressors in boys’ and girls’ educational and personal lives.
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Successful Single-Sex Classrooms6

DID YOU KNOW? SINGLE-SEX EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

The single-sex classroom can often

Allow for nontraditional teaching techniques and structures that are well 

suited to aspects of male-female learning differences

Allow for classes in which the learners are more similar to one another in 

their stages of physical, mental, and emotional development

Eliminate certain distractions from the classroom (such as boy-girl fl irtation, 

sexual tensions, gender-based competition), thus increasing concentration 

and focus

Allow girls not to worry about making comments in the classroom that boys 

will ridicule (and vice versa), so that self-esteem can be driven more by per-

formance and less by what members of the opposite sex think and say

Encourage girls to openly discuss personal issues with which they may be 

struggling, thus facilitating an earlier, more successful handling of those 

 issues

Create a comfortable environment for learning, in which girls don’t feel the 

need to worry about how they look or what they wear, and boys feel greater 

freedom to “be themselves” without posturing and playing to girls’ atten-

tions

Help boys learn self-management through working together, helping each 

other, and fi nding safety in being in classes with others who instinctively un-

derstand them

Allow for candid conversations in the classroom (where girls and boys can 

ask questions and discuss topics they might avoid in a coed setting), thereby 

creating unique teachable moments for character, leadership, goal setting, girl 

talk, and boy talk

Increase boys’ willingness to try new things—especially in the arts (perform-

ing skits, sharing poetry, and so on)—that they might not be as willing to try 

in front of girls

Allow girls to receive more attention, explore broader interests, increase self-

confi dence and participation, and renew interest in more spatially oriented 

subjects such as math, science, and technology

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Single-sex programs, whatever their scope or size in a school, have pursued 

these potential outcomes and collected success data. Some of the schools and 

teachers who have utilized Gurian Institute resources and training in Boys and 

Girls Learn Differently have shared their success data with us so that we could 

share it with you as you consider the single-sex option, make your case for the 

option in your community, or continue to maintain your already vital program.

DIFFERENT APPROACHES AND SUCCESS DATA 
FROM A VARIETY OF SCHOOLS
No two school districts or schools are the same, thus there are many approaches 

to the creation of single-sex environments in schools. Some districts choose to 

start single-sex academies; some public schools decide to implement single-sex 

programs only in their core classes; some private schools are already single-sex or, 

if coed, decide to implement single-sex classes in certain grades.

Here are examples of success in these different modalities. You can view other 

schools and districts that have had success in different single-sex modalities on 

www.gurianinstitute.com/Success, or on the National Association for Single-Sex 

Public Education (NASSPE) Web site, www.singlesexschools.org.

A Public School District in Atlanta: Two Single-Sex Academies
After several years of planning, the Atlanta Public Schools transformed a struggling 

middle school into two single-sex academies. The B.E.S.T. Academy at Benjamin 

Carson, the boys’ school, and the Coretta Scott King Young Women’s Leadership 

Academy both opened on separate campuses in the fall of 2007, initially serving 

sixth graders with a plan to expand through twelfth grade. The B.E.S.T. Academy 

was championed by Robert Haley, at the time president of The 100 Black Men of 

Atlanta, which committed support and mentoring for the school, its students, and 

their families. Five Atlanta chapters of The Links, Incorporated (one of the old-

est and largest volunteer service organizations of women who are committed to 

Provide a greater opportunity to help boys with literacy by including more 

boy-friendly materials

Enable teachers to create experiences that specifi cally support boys and girls 

through creative, gender-specifi c instructional practices

•

•
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enriching, sustaining, and ensuring the culture and economic survival of African 

Americans and other persons of African ancestry) partnered with the girls’ school, 

providing similar support. Both organizations provided substantial assistance, 

including purchasing uniforms for the charter class of 2007–2008. Many other 

community organizations also partnered with the Atlanta Public Schools to 

support this initiative.

The staff of the boys’ school focused on closing the achievement gap in literacy, 

recognizing that reading skills would affect every content area for their students 

from sixth grade through high school graduation and into college. Implement-

ing best-practice single-sex strategies that have proven to help boys succeed, the 

teachers and administrators at the boys’ school are excited about the strides their 

students have already made and will make in the future.

The staff of the girls’ school focused on increasing the girls’ use of technology. 

The teachers used Promethean Boards in the areas of math and science, over-

head projectors, thin client computers, digital cameras, iPods for podcasting, 

and LCD projectors. In addition, students created PowerPoint presentations 

and podcasts for social studies units and concept-based units. On a daily basis, 

students gathered in the media center, doing research for an event, a  project, 

or a debate.

The struggling students have used the Internet daily to participate in the 

Achieve 3000 program, a content-based reading program. Principal Melody 

 Morgan said, “I boast that several of the students entered the program as non-

readers and have made signifi cant gains this year. We projected gains of 25 per-

cent in this program, and the students actually had an achievement gain of 74.2 

percent. They are proud!”

The use of technology is crucial in the global market; encouraging girls’ 

 engagement in technology will prepare them to be part of the future economy. 

A single-sex environment can greatly increase girls’ desired participation.

As the schools enter their second year and expand to grades 6 and 7, there are 

many lessons learned that will help make the second year an ever greater success.

A Statewide Initiative: South Carolina
The South Carolina Department of Education was the fi rst to create a state-level 

position to lead a statewide single-sex initiative. In July 2007, David Chadwell 
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was appointed director of single- gender 

initiatives. David is responsible for 

 facilitating the develop-

ment of single-sex programs 

across South  Carolina, in-

cluding training teachers; 

advising program creation; 

facilitating implementation; 

hosting informational sessions for faculty, parents, and community members; 

and maintaining a network of people interested in or already working in single-

gender education.

As of April 2008, there were 97 schools in South Carolina offering some form 

of single-sex programs across the age levels, with another 214 schools exploring 

single-sex options. Seventy school districts and nearly 30 percent of the schools in 

South Carolina are involved in the program, the highest percentage (59 percent) 

being in middle schools.

Researchers nationwide are watching South Carolina’s initiative; this is a great 

opportunity to learn about the success of single-sex programs as the schools col-

lect and evaluate their data.

A Public, Coed Elementary School: Woodward Avenue Elementary
In 2003 Jo Anne Rodkey, now-retired principal of Woodward Avenue Elementary 

School in DeLand, Florida, began an opt-in experiment in single-sex instruction, 

primarily because the boys in her school were lagging signifi cantly behind the girls 

in reading. The boys were also, by far, the predominant sex in the school’s special 

education classes.

Jo Anne began the process by training her teachers, sending them to related 

professional development workshops and conferences, and supplying them with 

the latest research on gender learning differences. They started the program in 

their kindergarten, second, and fourth grades. As an opt-in program, teachers 

were able to volunteer to teach in the single-sex classes. To be selected, they had 

to agree to be purposeful as they planned for instruction, making sure they were 

using practices suggested from research on brain and gender learning differences. 

Parents could also choose the program for their children, but it was a guided 
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choice, as Jo Anne wanted to maintain a heterogeneous balance in the classroom 

in terms of race and academic ability.

Woodward now has optional single-sex classes in grades K–5. The program is 

successful: individual student gains are noticeable for both boys’ and girls’ single-

sex classes, and both groups do as well or better than the school’s regular coed 

classes. Academic progress being made by the boys includes learning the funda-

mentals, the basic skills, to help them become good readers. Jo Anne adds that 

although improving discipline was not a reason Woodward chose to implement 

their program, she saw fewer problems, especially with boys-only groups. There 

were fewer offi ce referrals, and she credited this to the fact that the boys’ teachers 

were able to be much more tolerant of boy energy and boy behavior without girls 

in the classroom.

A Public Middle School: Roosevelt Middle School
Roosevelt Middle School in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, serves nine hundred stu-

dents in grades 6–8. One hundred percent of Roosevelt’s students qualify for free 

lunch and 75 percent are minority. In 2005, Roosevelt had a gender gap of 17 per-

cent in reading achievement; 72 percent of Roosevelt’s eighth-grade girls scored 

satisfactory on their state assessment tests, but only 55 percent of eighth-grade 

boys scored satisfactory.

Principal Marilyn Vrooman began looking for alternatives that would correct 

this problem. After researching single-sex options, she determined this strategy 

should be given serious consideration. The teachers agreed, the parents agreed, 

and after appropriate professional development for all teachers, Roosevelt sepa-

rated the boys and girls in language arts, math, and technology education.

At the end of the 2005–2006 school year, Roosevelt’s boys scored 71 percent 

satisfactory on the reading CRT and the girls scored 80 percent, narrowing the 

achievement gap to 9 percent in one year. The 2006–2007 school year was the fi rst 

year Roosevelt had been off the state’s “at risk” list in four years.

A Public Middle School: Wolfe Middle School
Wolfe Middle School in the Center Line School District in Center Line, Michi-

gan, implemented single-sex core courses for sixth graders in language arts, math, 

 social studies, and science during the 2007–2008 school year. They began by re-

ceiving training in how boys and girls learn differently (this is the subject of the 
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next chapter in this workbook, and is a crucial starting place for any efforts to 

close gender and achievement gaps). After one year of single-sex classes, they de-

termined that the signifi cant improvements of both boys and girls in language arts 

and social studies justifi ed a continuation of single-sex classes in those content 

areas for 2008–2009. They further decided to move sixth-grade single-sex teachers 

with their students for seventh grade, a practice known as “looping.”

A Public High School: Hope High School
Hope High School in Hope, Arkansas, is a school of approximately eight hundred 

students in grades 9–12. Assistant Principal Renee Parker works specifi cally with 

the ninth and tenth grades, and she saw her ninth-grade students, especially the 

males, struggling with the transition to high school—failing course after course, 

and spending numerous days in the detention room for immature behaviors that 

disrupted classes.

Hope operates on a straight 4 × 4 block schedule where all students have four 

courses per semester that are ninety minutes long. At the end of the semester, 

students change to a new set of four courses and have the potential of earning 

eight credits per year.

In January 2006 Parker looked at her data and found that 12 percent of stu-

dents in the ninth grade, primarily males, had failed all four courses for the fall 

semester. These students had placed themselves in serious jeopardy of not gradu-

ating with their class, and Parker knew that there had to be some way of making 

this transition from junior high to high school more successful.

Parker and her colleagues researched gender and learning and obtained profes-

sional development for all faculty and staff. Hope High School piloted single-sex 

classes in the ninth grade in 2006. In January 2007, when the data on student 

achievement was next gathered, there were no ninth-grade students who failed 

all four courses, only two had failed two courses, and only eleven had failed one 

course. Furthermore, discipline referrals for the ninth graders had decreased by 

35 percent from the previous fall and the attendance rate had increased by 15 

percent.

A Boys’ School: Crespi Carmelite High School
Crespi Carmelite High School in Encino, California, is a nonprofit, Catholic, 

four-year, college preparatory school for young men. In 2005, looking at their 
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performance data and seeking ways to increase student achievement, Father Paul 

Henson, Crespi’s principal, began a two-year process that greatly enhanced the 

school’s ability to establish and maintain a boy-friendly environment. He de-

signed and implemented a two-year professional development plan that included 

both on-site training for all faculty and staff and sending designated faculty to 

intensive summer training, thus developing in-house expertise.

Although Crespi had been focused on teaching boys since its founding in 1959, 

the school was committed to incorporating the latest research on gender and 

learning into every classroom in the school. Adding to their already deep knowl-

edge base of how to educate boys in a single-sex environment, Crespi’s commit-

ment to training has allowed them to increase performance scores to higher levels 

than before, and to decrease discipline referrals even further.

Crespi, like many boys’ schools, approaches developmental issues from a boy-

friendly perspective, and implements schoolwide strategies that constantly en-

hance students’ level of success.

A Coed Independent School: Carolina Day School
Carolina Day School is an independent, college preparatory school serving grades 

Pre-K–12 in Asheville, North Carolina. In the fall of 2004, Carolina Day engaged 

in a spirited discussion regarding the possibility of implementing single-sex edu-

cation in the middle school. School administrators listened carefully to parents, 

students, and faculty; they reviewed research on the topic; they consulted with 

experts and practitioners. There were differing opinions of considerable merit 

and, in the end, the community was convinced that Carolina Day should imple-

ment single-sex classes in the sixth grade for the fall of 2004–2005, then expand 

the program to include sixth and seventh grades in 2005–2006.

Research convinced Carolina Day that the best advantage would come from 

having this program for their younger middle school students. They continued 

coed classes for eighth grade to provide “transitional experiences in preparation 

for the upper school.” Dr. Beverly Sgro, Head of School, supported the administra-

tion’s efforts to provide initial intensive onsite training for teachers in grades 5–8 

and follow-up training for all lower and upper school faculty.

The middle school of Carolina Day School implemented single-sex instruction in 

their core classes for sixth and seventh grades in the fall of 2004. Faculty and admin-

istrators have stayed current with their training, which began in the spring of 2004.
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The single-sex program has been very successful, producing positive academic 

results for both gender populations, as well as signifi cantly better dynamics, and 

less social anxiety.

After four years, the middle school at Carolina Day reports these key outcomes:

Stronger mentoring relationships

An environment that promotes greater trust and sense of belonging among 

students

Teachers who feel more connected with students and with each other

A greater understanding of how boys and girls learn differently and an empha-

sis on providing instruction that supports these differences

More direct ways to deal with students’ social and emotional pressures

Classroom instruction that provides for more teaching and quality learning 

experiences

A new energy that causes teachers to be more creative with their ideas and 

more refl ective with their practice

As these and other schools succeed in providing single-sex instruction, their 

staff have shared testimonials with us. Following are some powerful testimonials 

of the kind of immediate shifts in student learning and teacher enjoyment that 

can occur in single-sex classes.

SUCCESS TESTIMONIALS FROM TEACHERS
During the 2007–2008 school year at Winder-Barrow Middle School, math 

teacher Michael Lofton piloted a single-sex math class for boys and Erica Boswell 

piloted a single-sex math class for girls.

Lofton told us,

Since I have been teaching an all-boy math class this year the experi-

ence has been very different from my mixed-gender classes. One of the 

fi rst things that stand out is the camaraderie of the class. I was quick to 

recognize this because of my coaching experience. In the beginning we 

discussed the need for the students to be successful in the math class 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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this year due to then pass/fail criteria of the state standardized 

test CRCT (Criterion-Referenced Competency Test). We 

also discussed the need for the class as a whole to be 

successful.

To meet our goals, we bonded as a team. Early 

on the boys started encouraging each other. We 

created teams among our team and had inner 

competition with study games and activities. 

The groups changed often so everyone helped 

and encouraged each other to work harder and 

study more. We made a phone list so anyone in the 

class could call another student if they need any help 

with homework or studying. We also spent a few 

days in the computer lab learning how to use our 

textbook online resources. Students with computers 

and online access helped others without online ability.

It wasn’t long before I noticed that grades and comprehension of 

skills were on the rise. Parents stopped me at football or basketball 

games telling me how much their son loved the class and was really 

trying to do well in math.

One student in Lofton’s class shared, “The difference between last year and this 

is that he doesn’t yell at us as much as we got yelled at last year.” This student is 

making B’s in Lofton’s class after a long year of D’s in 2006–2007.

“They feel free to make mistakes, and they feel free not to make mistakes,” 

Boswell said of her female students. “A lot of time girls don’t want to look too 

smart. It’s a shame that girls have to feel that way at all, but they do. In here, they 

can feel free to raise their hand for every single question and no one’s going to 

look at them funny.”

Dave Curtis, a fi fth-grade teacher at Kenowa Hills Public Schools in Michigan, 

reports:

We have a grade 5–6 building. Each grade has ten classrooms and last 

year we turned two of the fi fth grades into single-gender classrooms, 

leaving eight others for coed classes. Those students moved up to 

sixth grade and as a result of parent and student requests, this year 

our building has four single-gender classrooms in sixth grade and two 
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in fi fth. . . . From the onset we heard comments like, “My son fi nally 

likes going to school” or “He fi nally comes home happy and discusses 

his day.” The same was true for the girls’ classrooms and we knew we 

had provided something desirable for our students and  parents.

This letter was sent to Peggy by Blake Smith, a high school counselor, several 

weeks after her school incorporated single-sex education:

Dear Peggy,

Just wanted you all in the middle school to know that if you could 

step back from all the action and see/hear what is happening in the 

middle school this year, there is something incredible taking place. 

Parents at the upper school parents’ night program commented on 

the fantastic atmosphere in the middle school this year, and upper 

school teachers have been talking about what a fun loving group of 

teachers the middle school has. The students who roll through the 

Nash Athletic Center and pass by my offi ce are energized and obvi-

ously loving the year so far. It is like we are on a month-long pep-rally 

or spirit day.

I think this is a reflection of several things (single-sex classes, 

single-sex advisory, efforts with differentiation and vertical teaming), 

but mostly a result of the teachers’ creativity and enthusiasm, which 

has been encouraged and supported by the middle school leadership 

to a degree that I haven’t seen in another school yet. By taking some 

new chances (especially the single-sex instruction), risking long debates 

with parents, and asking teachers what they think about policy, plan-

ning, and pedagogy, there is a contagious excitement in the air that gets 

passed down to our students. It’s not just me—I am hearing it across 

divisions—and I’m glad to be a part of it too. I don’t know if all of you 

in the middle school can see it as much because you’re in it all day—but 

I suspect you can sense the great energy happening this year.

“Every day is a new day for me, and I really enjoy going to school. I’ve become 

a better teacher because I am not satisfi ed with doing what I’ve always done 

before. I am not one to say, ‘What I did last year will work with this group 

too!’ I know that I cannot just ‘wing it’ with my boys. I need a better arsenal 
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to pull from to keep my boys engaged, and learning, and I have to be ‘on my 

game’ all the time. But it is fun and I am learning so much about boys.”

—Tessa Michaelos, Woodward Avenue Elementary teacher

At Woodward Elementary in DeLand, Florida, a wife and husband, Deborah 

and Jim Roberts, teach together and separately in coed and single-sex classes. In 

the fi rst year of single-sex classes at Woodward, they cotaught a full inclusion, 

single-sex class of fourth-grade boys. The class included 40 percent minority stu-

dents, 23 percent general education students, and 12 percent exceptional educa-

tion students. It was a challenging group, but by the end of the year the test scores 

for this group of boys were outstanding. On the Florida Writes test, they had 

some of the highest scores in the district, even outperforming many girls.

The following year, Deborah and Jim looped with this group to fi fth grade, 

and in the third year of the program, Deborah was asked to teach a group of 

fi fth-grade girls while her husband kept the boys. This, too, worked well for both 

teachers and students. Deborah said, “The changes in the boys and girls, and the 

challenges for us as teachers, have been very positive. It would be hard to go back 

to coed classes for these students.”

“It is like a wagon train. The boys are the scouts who 
go out to begin the adventure. The girls are the pio-
neers, who want to know about things in advance—
‘Just how deep is the river before we cross it?’ They 
want the security of knowing the plan and seeing 

how the pieces fi t into that plan.”

—Jim Roberts, Woodward Avenue Elementary teacher

Piri Taborosi, a teacher in New York, shared this story:

In 2002, when a new charter school opened in Syracuse, New York, 

I was its first principal. During the first three days of school, our 
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fi fth-grade numbers stabilized into a group of six girls and twenty-two 

boys. All of these students were at-risk; many had failed grades  before; 

most of them had behavior problems; with the exception of two or 

three, all of them were reading signifi cantly below grade level. As I 

contemplated what to do with this group, I made a decision which the 

company backed me in.

We had two third-grade rooms and had hired two teachers; unfor-

tunately, we only had a total of twenty-two students. I combined the 

two classes and assigned a full-time teacher assistant to work with the 

teacher. The other teacher who had been hired to teach third grade 

was a male, a military man. He was willing to teach fi fth grade. Rather 

than separating the six girls into two groups, with parental support, 

I kept the girls together and added a few boys. The other class was 

totally boys and was taught by the male teacher.

All students were tested at the beginning of the year and near the 

end of the year. Teacher and principal bonuses and pay raises were 

tied to student achievement. All of our students did very well in the 

school, but we were not prepared for the phenomenal growth of the 

boys who were in the single-sex class. This group was also monitored 

by a local newspaper reporter, who eventually wrote a fi ve-page article 

about the boys and their class.

“My son loves his teacher who has great empathy 
and understanding for boys. She provides more 

hands-on experiences, opportunities to read
boy-friendly books and stories (especially about

science-related topics—Atlantis, archeology,
and paleontology) and more masculine story writing

on topics such as pirates, robots, crime-fi ghting
riddles, etc.”

—Elementary school parent
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These are just a few of the individual testimonials we are hearing from profes-

sionals and parents who are opting to innovate in single-sex instruction. Students 

themselves also speak up about what they are experiencing. Here are examples 

from a boy and a girl.

“In science we talk more this year because the boys aren’t there. I like it when 

we (girls) get to talk things out. I understand things better when we can talk 

and share.”

—Sophia, middle school girl

“We are not distracted by girls and we don’t feel so self-conscious. If I say 

something a little ‘off,’ I don’t feel as stupid as I would in front of girls.”

—Nathan, middle school boy

SINGLE-SEX CLASSROOMS CAN REALLY WORK!
We hope this chapter has provided you with data and testimonials you can use 

to gain support for single-sex classes in your school or community. As you make 

your case for single-sex instruction, you may fi nd that resistance lessens when 

clear data is shown. Data can be a fi rst major tool of persuasion, as well as a real 

confi dence builder for you as a teacher or parent, as you move through the steps 

to establish a single-sex program.

The second major tool of persuasion, and a very important confi dence builder, 

is an understanding of how boys and girls learn differently. Teachers in coed 

classes who gain training in male-female brain differences report that both their 

boys and girls are learning and performing better. Teachers in single-sex classes 

generally fi nd themselves better able to focus on the brain-gender spectrum for 

their specifi c students, giving both girls and boys more of the brain-friendly envi-

ronment in which they can thrive.

WRAPPING UP THE MAIN POINTS
Single-sex schooling has a long history of meeting the learning needs of both 

boys and girls.

•
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Boy-friendly and girl-friendly environments can help many boys and girls.

Schools across age levels are piloting single-sex programs, most often with a 

focus on improving academic performance.

Single-sex instruction is an opportunity to maximize the learning styles and 

needs of the male and female brain.

•

•

•
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